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MiFID II: Trading Capacities
Briefing Note
What is happening?
MiFID II defines three capacities in which investment firms can report their trading, whether
on a proprietary basis, with, or on behalf of their clients. These are:
•
DEAL - when a firm deals on own account
•
MTCH - when a firm trades in a matched principal capacity
•
AOTC - when a firms trades in any other trading capacity which is not DEAL or MTCH
e.g. Agency
The new framework will replace the existing taxonomy of ‘Agency’, ‘Riskless Principal’ and
‘Principal’ which are currently used to define the trading capacities of investment firms.
While the new MiFID II taxonomy does not offer a like-for-like replacement for the existing
terms, it is also not entirely inconsistent with the current approach. Having said that, buy side
firms still need to assess the impact of the new capacities on their obligations (including
reporting obligations) and their ability to continue with their current trading style in a MiFID II
world. See Appendix 1 for mapping of existing taxonomy to MiFID II capacities.
There is an obligation to set trading capacities correctly and apply them consistently across
several parts of the legislation, e.g. order keeping requirement for trading venues (RTS 24),
transaction reporting (RTS 22), order record keeping for HFT activity (RTS 6) etc.
This document highlights various issues arising from the introduction of new trading
capacities.
What topics are discussed in this document?
Impact on Commission Sharing Arrangements complying with Section 28(e), US Securities
Exchange Act: Buy side firms who request that we administer their European Commission
Sharing Agreement (CSA) in a manner consistent with US Securities Exchange Act’s Section
28(e) Safe Harbour for Brokers, should be aware that certain Riskless Principal executions
under MiFID II will have to be flagged in a ‘DEAL’ capacity, which also indicates ‘Principal’
trading under MiFID II.
Transaction Reporting for Cash Equity DEA Flow: For cash equity DEA flow, buy side firms
will be required to submit transaction reports for each market fill.
Transaction Reporting for Non DEA Flow: For non DEA orders filled by brokers, whether buy
side firms will have to submit transaction reports at market fill level, order level, or allocation
level depends upon the manner in which they contract with their broker.
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What is DEAL capacity?
An investment firm is said to be trading in DEAL capacity when it ‘deals on own account’.
Dealing on own account is defined in Level 1 1 text as ‘trading against proprietary capital
resulting in the conclusion of transactions in one or more financial instruments’.
When a firm trades in DEAL capacity, it should be reported as either a buyer or seller in the
corresponding transaction report.
An investment firm may trade in DEAL capacity when executing either its own proprietary
trades or acting on own account with a view to filling client orders. Where the firm executes
client orders, both the market side transaction report and the client side transaction report
should reflect its trading capacity as DEAL. Time and price values on both sides can be
different.
Riskless Principal – DEAL applies when an investment firm is acting to fill a client order.
Principal – DEAL applies when an investment firm undertakes a risk facing trade. When firms
act as Systematic Internalisers (SI), they will trade in a Principal - DEAL capacity.
ESMA Guidance confirms that DEA providers cannot report trades executed via DEA in DEAL
capacity – they may only report MTCH or AOTC. 2
What is MTCH capacity?
An investment firm is said to be trading in MTCH capacity when it conducts matched principal
trading. Matched Principal Trading is defined in Level 1 3 as “transaction where the facilitator
interposes itself between the buyer and the seller to the transaction in such a way that it is
never exposed to market risk throughout the execution of the transaction, with both sides
executed simultaneously”.
Therefore, firms executing in MTCH capacity should not appear as the buyer or seller in the
transaction reports to reflect that such trades have not resulted in any risk positions.
For purposes of transaction reporting, the client on whose behalf the transaction was
undertaken should be reported in the buyer/seller field and the venue or counterparty (e.g.
CCP of the exchange) should be indicated as the corresponding seller/buyer in the
transaction.
Transaction reports will need to be submitted on a market fill basis.
What is AOTC capacity?
All other activity which is not characterised as DEAL or MTCH is required to be reported as
“any other trading capacity” – AOTC. This includes trading taking place on an agency basis.
Transaction reporting of agency trades is similar to trading in MTCH capacity where the client
is reported as the buyer/seller and venue or counterparty (e.g. the CCP of the exchange) is
reported as the corresponding seller/buyer. The differentiating factor is the capacity of the
executing firm – MTCH (matched principal) vs AOTC (agency).
How will DB administer buy side’s request to administer their CSA programme in a manner
consistent with Section 28(e) of the US Securities Exchange Act?
Section 28(e) of the US Securities Exchange Act specifies that only agency or riskless
principal trades may be used to form the basis of soft dollar credits or commission sharing.
Therefore, transactions executed by DB in Principal – DEAL capacity, regardless of the venue
of the execution, will not be eligible for commission sharing.
This means that buy side firms abiding by Section 28(e) of the US Securities Exchange Act
will not be able to include fills in their CSA where DB executes orders in an SI capacity.

1

Article 4(1)(6), MiFID II.
ESMA Guidance on Transaction Reporting, Order Record Keeping and Clock Synchronisation under MiFID II 2016/1452, pg
21 and 162.
3 Article 4(1)(38), MiFID II.
2
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DB will offer the ability to default a client’s execution preference to exclude Principal –
DEAL.
DB will default this preference to “No” (‘allow any execution capacity’) unless requested to be
enabled by the client. This preference can be overridden on a trade-by-trade basis at the
client’s request.

How will transaction reporting work for cash DEA trades?
According to ESMA guidance, DEA providers may only act in MTCH or AOTC capacity. DB
does not support AOTC capacity for cash DEA. Therefore, all cash DEA will have to be
reported as MTCH by DB.
Every market fill will be eligible for a separate transaction report by both DB and the buy side
firm. This means that buy side firms’ transaction reports will need to match DB’s transaction
reports on an individual market fill level.
Buy side firms should report themselves or their clients (as the case may be) as buyer/seller
in the transaction and should indicate DB as the corresponding seller/buyer.
How will transaction reporting work for non DEA flow?
Non DEA orders will be filled by DB in a DEAL capacity.
DB will generate separate market side transaction reports for trades executed on trading
venues on a market fill basis and client side transaction reports on a client allocation basis.
Buy side firms have the option to populate their transaction reports on a market fill basis, an
order level basis or an allocation basis. Therefore, their transaction reports should tie in with
DB’s transaction reports at an aggregate level and not necessarily at an individual market fill
level.
This arrangement affords the buy side firms the flexibility to devise their own transaction
reporting approach that is independent of DB’s – the only condition being that their reports
should match with DB’s at an aggregated level.
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Other documents in this series may be accessed here:
• An Overview of MiFID II
• Topic 1, Update 1, MiFID II – Trade and Transaction Reporting
• Topic 2, Update 1, MiFID II – Systematic Internalisers, Trading Obligation and Matched Principal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trading
Topic 3 MiFID II – Best Execution
Topic 4, Update 1, MiFID II – Direct Electronic Access, Algorithmic Trading and Self-Assessment
Topic 5 MiFID II – Research Unbundling
Topic 6, Update 1, MiFID II – Impact on Non Equities
Topic 7, MiFID II – Extraterritoriality
Briefing Note – Transparency for Equity Derivatives
Briefing Note – Changing Landscape of Equity Trading
Briefing Note – Definition of Systematic Internalisers and Industry Feedback to EC Consultation
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Appendix 1
Mapping of current taxonomy to MiFID II capacity
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Disclaimer
IMPORTANT: This electronic communication has been prepared by members of the Market
Structure Team within the Equity Sales and Trading department of the Global Markets Division
of Deutsche Bank. References to “we” or “Deutsche Bank” are in reference to the Market
Structure Team. The Market Structure Team provides commentary related to trading and market
structure and is not part of the Research department of Deutsche Bank. The views expressed
in this electronic communication may differ from those expressed by other departments within
Deutsche Bank, including the Research department.
Quantitative models, processes and parameters are subject to amendment, modification,
adjustment and correction at Deutsche Bank’s discretion, and may incorporate Deutsche Bank’s
qualitative judgment. Deutsche Bank will from time-to-time run or update such models at its
discretion. Clients are responsible for making their own determination as to the suitability and
appropriateness of such models for their investment objectives.
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not create any legally binding
obligations on the part of Deutsche Bank AG and/or its affiliates (“DB”). Without limitation, this
document does not constitute an offer, an invitation to offer or a recommendation to enter into any
transaction. It does not constitute a recommendation or endorsement by DB of any investment,
trading strategy or algorithm and should not be relied upon by you to make a determination as to
whether or not to invest or to use any strategy or algorithm.
When making an investment decision, you should rely solely on any specific final documentation
relating to a transaction and not the summary contained herein. DB is not acting as your legal,
financial, tax or accounting adviser or in any other fiduciary capacity with respect to any proposed
transaction mentioned herein. This document does not constitute the provision of investment
advice and is not intended to do so, but is intended to be general information. Any product(s) or
proposed transaction(s) mentioned herein may not be appropriate for all investors and before
entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure that you fully understand the
transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction
in the light of your own objectives, needs and circumstances, including the possible risks and
benefits of entering into such transaction. For general information regarding the nature and risks
of the proposed transaction and types of financial instruments please go to
www.globalmarkets.db.com/riskdisclosures. YOU SHOULD ALSO CONSIDER SEEKING
ADVICE FROM YOUR OWN ADVISERS IN MAKING ANY ASSESSMENT ON THE BASIS OF
THIS DOCUMENT.
If you decide to enter into a transaction with DB, you do so in reliance on your own judgment. The
information contained in this document is based on material we believe to be reliable; however,
we do not represent that it is accurate, current, complete, or error free. Assumptions, estimates
and opinions contained in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document
and are subject to change without notice. Any projections are based on a number of assumptions
as to market conditions and there can be no guarantee that any projected results will be achieved.
Past performance does not guarantee or predict future results. This material was prepared by a
Sales or Trading function within DB, and was not produced, reviewed or edited by the Research
Department. Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by other DB
departments including the Research Department. Sales and Trading functions are subject to
additional potential conflicts of interest which the Research Department does not face. DB may
engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views discussed herein. DB trades or
may trade as principal in the instruments (or related derivatives), and may have proprietary
positions in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. DB may make a market in
the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. Sales and Trading personnel are
compensated in part based on the volume of transactions effected by them. DB seeks to transact
business on an arm’s length basis with sophisticated investors capable of independently evaluating
the merits and risks of each transaction, with investors who make their own decisions regarding
those transactions. The distribution of this document and availability of these products and services
in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. You may not distribute this document, in whole or
in part, without our express written permission. DB SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER LOSSES OR DAMAGES
INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY THAT MAY
ARISE FROM ANY RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT OR FOR THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY,
COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS THEREOF.
Deutsche Bank AG (the “Bank”) is a joint stock corporation incorporated with limited liability in the
Federal Republic of Germany. It is registered in the Commercial Register of the District Court,
Frankfurt am Main under number HRB 30 000.
The Bank is authorised under German Banking Law (competent authorities: European Central
Bank and the BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority) and, in the United
Kingdom, by the Prudential Regulation Authority. It is subject to supervision by the European
Central Bank and by the BaFin, and is subject to limited regulation in the United Kingdom by the
Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of
the Bank’s authorisation and regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and its regulation
by the Financial Conduct Authority, are available from the Bank on request.
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The Bank is registered as a foreign company in the register of companies for England and Wales
(registration number FC007615).
Under its European Passport, the Bank carries on banking and investment services in the United
Kingdom through Deutsche Bank AG, London Branch (“London Branch”) and is also authorised to
provide such services into the United Kingdom from Germany and from its other EEA branches.
Deutsche Bank AG, London Branch is registered as a branch in the register of companies for
England and Wales (registration number BR000005). Its registered address is Winchester House,
1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N 2DB.
In addition to its above authorisations, the Bank is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority
to carry on investment services in precious metals.
London Branch is listed as a member firm of the London Stock Exchange.

